COPENHAGEN SPACE ROCKERS
LATE NIGHT VENTURE RELEASE
NEW ALBUM IN OCTOBER 2015!
October 23rd 2015 Copenhagens space-rockers Late Night Venture will be releasing their third album. Building upon the
musical universe presented on their previous recordings, the new album - titled “Tychonians” - present a both heavy and
cosmic soundscape over 6 songs spanning 45 minutes.
Somewhere in the neverland between stoner rock, shoegaze and neo-psychedelia, Late Night Venture has cultivated their
very own mix of heavy guitar riffs, dystopian drums, Moog-solos and vocal elements ranging from a quiet whisper to
screams of desperation.
CREATION OF TYCHONIANS
Having completed the writing of the album in the early part of 2015, it became clear to the band that the material was leaning towards a heavier, more gritty side compared to previous works. Wanting to capture the dynamics and full sonic spectrum of their songs, LNV began a collaboration with Copenhagen underground producer Lasse Ballade, whose track record
include numerous local punk and metal acts; including notable black-metal innovators Solbrud.
With Lasse behind the knobs and a small army of guitar and bass amps set up to crack the sky, the album was recorded
over the course of a week in a basement studio, far below the streets of central Copenhagen. Similar to their previous abum
- “Pioneers of spaceflight” from 2012 - the band chose to record all tracks live in the studio - with vocals and additional
overdubs added later. Through this process, Late Night Venture and producer Lasse, was able to capture the dynamics of a
“live performance”, whilst also building a soundscape suitable for the album experience.
THEMES OF THE ALBUM
Taking it´s title from 16th century astronomer Tycho Brahe, “Tychonians” is a celebration of man meeting the cosmos. As
modern life leaves us fewer opportunities to dwell and reflect below the pitch black void of the night time sky and the icy,
white particles of light emitting from the stars, Late Night Venture wants to remind us of the unfathomable vastness and
beauty of space.
In the age of Tycho Brahe, earth was (in the minds of man) the center of all being. As we in our present day roam through
life consumed with our individual hopes, fears and aspirations, it is not difficult to give in to the notion that we are - each of
us - the center of everything. As such, we are perhaps still followers of Tycho - or: “Tychonians”!
TOUR
With more than 200 shows in their pocket, LNV will follow up the release with a european tour in two chapters; the first
part to unfold in fall and winter of 2015 - centering around Denmark, Germany and Benelux, with the second part to unfold
in the spring of 2016.
LATE NIGHT VENTURE IS:
Jens Back		
Bass Guitar
Michael Falk Schilling Guitar, Vocals
Peter Falk		
Drums
Søren Hartvig		
Guitar, Vocals
Jonas Qvesel		
Synths

PREVIOUS RELEASES:
2006			
“Late Night Venture” (album)
2010			
“Illuminations” (ep)
2011			
“Birmingham” (7”)
2012			
“Pioneers of Spaceflight” (album)
2015			
“Tychonians” (album)
Inquiries and information:
- Sales & distribution: xxxxx
- Booking and management:

jens@colossal.dk

